
let go & evolve

Coaching Agreement

This agreement is made between Joy Zalzala-Soyka (“Coach”) and NAME (“Client”). This agreement
regulates  the contractual relationship between Joy Zalzala-Soyka and the Client. These terms are accepted

by the Client by booking a service and are valid for the entire duration of the coaching.



1. Coach-Client Relationship
Coaching is a collaborative process with an ongoing relationship between the Client and Coach. The
coaching experience supports the Client in establishing new behaviours. The coaching relationship is
strengths-based and collaborative. The coaching agenda is developed and implemented in partnership
between the Client and Coach. The role of the Coach is to facilitate the creation/development of personal or
professional goals and to develop and carry out a strategy/plan for achieving those goals.

a) The Client recognizes that coaching is not therapy, counselling or consulting. Coaching does
not substitute for therapy, if needed. The services offered by the Coach do not prevent,
diagnose, cure or treat any mental disorder or medical disease.

b) The Client is solely responsible for themselves before, during and a�er the coaching. The
Client is solely responsible for their physical, mental and emotional well-being, decisions,
choices, actions and results arising out of or resulting from the coaching relationship and
interactions with the Coach.

c) The Client and the Coach may terminate or discontinue the coaching relationship at any time.

d) The Coach agrees to keep all conversations and information(documented or verbal)  with the
Client private and confidential. However, please be aware that the Coach-Client relationship is
not considered a legally confidential relationship and thus communications are not subject to
the protection of any legally recognized privilege.

2. Coaching Services 
The Coaching sessions may occur in person, by phone, through video conference, or over email, depending
on the selected coaching service.

- The Coach and Client agree to adhere to established appointment times.
- The Coach and Client agree to begin and finish all appointments on time. If the Client is more than 15

minutes late to an appointment the Coach will assume that the appointment is canceled and the
Client will be responsible for the full coaching fee. If the Coach is more than 15 minutes late to an
appointment, the Client may assume that the session is canceled and the Client shall not be
responsible for any payment for that session.

- The Client agrees to cancel or reschedule an appointment at least 48 hours in advance, without a
change fee. Any changes or cancellations within 48 hours are subject to a 50% cancellation fee.
The Coach may reduce the cancellation fee to 25€ if the Client experiences an emergency, such as
illness. Shortage of time, other commitments or predictable circumstances are not considered
emergencies. A reduction of the cancellation fee is subject to the coaches discretion.



3. Coaching Fees
Specific coaching fees vary depending on the coaching service booked - the fees are stated on the Coaches
website www.evolve.how and are transparent during the online booking process. Individual pricing
agreements need to be agreed upon in writing prior to booking.  The Client may pay the coaching fee upon
booking online or as stated on the invoice received by the Coach.

3. Data Protection / Privacy Policy
The Client provides personal information and contact information to the Coach on a voluntary basis. The
Coach uses the provided data for administrative tasks only, such as bookkeeping. The Coach processes the
Clients data using third party providers to offer the Coaching service. These providers include Acuity
Scheduling for online booking, Debitoor for bookkeeping, MailerLite for emails and Zoom for video calls.

3. Copyright
Any material in written or verbal form provided by the Coach is copyright protected. This includes
worksheets, tools, and concepts. Any use of the materials outside the realms of the copyright law without
written permission by the Coach are not permitted.

The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies to the coaching practice. The place of jurisdiction of the
coaching practice is Berlin, Germany.

http://www.evolve.how

